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Abstract  
 
Since the 1970s several satellites were launched with the mission to detect
lightning from space such as OSO 2,  OSO 5 and Defense Meteorological
Satellite Program (DMSP) observing lightning with various optical sensors.
Other  missions  used  radio  frequency  (RF)  sensors  where  the  lightning
detection rate was generally less than 2%. In the 1980s, NASA conducted an
extensive study using a high-altitude U-2 aircraft inspiring later a Lightning
Mapper Sensor (LMS) project to be boarded in a future GOES geostationary
mission. The LMS project gave rise to three optical payloads in low Earth
orbit: OTD, LIS LLS, this last one launched in 1997. This research established
an optical payload to detect lightning from space and allow its geolocation
and timing in order to allow the construction of distribution maps of cloud-
ground and intracloud.  These maps would be provided by a CCD matrix
with a narrowband filter adjusted for the wavelength of the atomic oxygen
777.4 nm or the atomic nitrogen 863.3 nm with a bandwidth of 1 nm. In
addition it should contain the electronics and software for on-board signal
processing in order to decrease the data rate consisting of: a background
signal estimator, a background remover, a radius event threshold detector,
an event selector and a signal identifier.                        Recently, it was
proposed  the  development  of  an  optical  payload  for  detection  and
geolocation of intra-cloud and cloud-ground lightning from the space to be
shipped in a cubesat. This paper applies a recommended methodology for
evaluating the feasibility for the development of the payload as suggested.
We define performance indexes that combine MOEs to compare instruments
with similar characteristics. In the case of high-resolution optical imagers,
three MOEs are considered suitable for this purpose: signal-to-noise ratio at
zero  spatial  frequency,  MTF  of  an  instrument  at  the  detector's  Nyquist
frequency,  and  GDS  ground  sampling  distance.  Thus,  we  defined  the
Relative  Quality  Index  (RQI)  to  allow  quantitative  comparisons  with  a
reference instrument. We apply this method to analyze the OTD, LIS and LLS
payloads as well as a COTS cubesat camera, candidate to serve as the basis
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for the development of the intended payload and using the LIS as reference
payload.  The  first  results  show  that  this  camera  may  meet  the  optical
requirements  to  serve  as  the  basis  for  the  development  of  the  desired
payload. Future steps will be the development of a 1nm-narrow band filter
for  the  777.4  μm  wavelength  as  well  as  planning  the  algorithms  and
associated electronics for onboard signal processing to reduce the data rate
to values compatible with its transmission to the ground. 
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